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Indexing:
535 total indexed keywords.

Store Front:
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Notes Recommendations

SEO Rating 3.5 out of 10, No relevant
keywords in the title

Keyword research + target list + keyword
optimisation font and back end

Variations No Variations Identify if there are any frequently bought
together items in your catalogue and
possibility of creating variations as a
bundle, colours, sizes

Thumbnails 7 Thumbnails with the different
shape models of the product

Identify the best features of the product
and integrate them into the thumbnails
(perform competitor and review analysis)

Copywriting Missing useful information about
the product and product features.

Create a copywriting based on your
customer archetype

Branding The branding is missing from the
listing except for the title.

Create a theme which expresses the brand
value and use it for all the Graphic
content

Video Missing A video is highly important for the toys
category, giving the opportunity to show
the product’s applications. Adding kids
and parents into it would also help

A+ Content Missing Create a theme to represent the Brand.
Add all the information and specifications
that are missing from the thumbnails,
bullet points

Brand Story Missing Create a brand story where you can show
more details about your brand and divert
the traffic to the store front

Store Front Missing Create a storefront highlighting the
best-selling products. This is a good
opportunity to increase the revenue and
create repetitively customers

Lifestyle content Missing This is crucial in the toys category.
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